(energy second derivatives with respect to the nuclear coordinates), second order Moller-Plesset theory (MP2){5), and configwation interaction {CI)(6).
Where analytical gradients are available, GAMESS can be used to calculate stationary points (structural minima and maxima), intrinsic reaction coordinates (IRCs) between transition states and minima, and numerical Hessians. Complete details of GAMESS can be found in reference 1 a. 
a. Refers to analytic evaluation. Numerical Hessians are available whenever analytic gradients are available. b. Semi-empirical wavefunctions: AMI, MNDO, PM3 (7) . Energies and analytic gradients are available. c. Restricted Hartree-Fock, ref (8) . d. Unrestricted Hartree-Fock, ref (9) . e. Re!ltricted open-shell Hartree-Fock, ref{JO). f. Generalized valence bond, ref (11) . g. Multi-configwation SCF, ref{l2).
B. Model, communication software, and general ideas
The single-program, multi-data (SPMD) model is used in the parallelization of GAMESS with each node executing essentially the same code. This model has many advantages for a large FORTRAN program (over 120,000 lines of code). One is that only one code needs to be maintained. Another advantage is that it is relatively easy to parallelize new sections of the code, since only one code needs to be examined for parallel content. In the early stages of the parallelization of GAMESS, only certain portions of the code were allowed to run in parallel. An error message would be given to a user who tried to run parallel jobs on sections of the code that were not parallelized and then the job would abort. As furthur portions of the code were parallelized, the error messages were removed. An important consideration when parallelizing any code is which communication software package to use. Several criteria had to be met for GAMESS. First, portable software was needed since GAMESS executes on many different platforms. Second, software that required only a small learning curve was needed in order to facilitate the process, since the objective is to parallelize quantum chemistry codes, not necessarily to become experts in parallel communication. Third, the communication software had PARAlLEL COMPUTING IN COMPUTATIONAL CIIEMISTRY to work with quantum chemistry codes (i.e. usable with FORTRAN). Finally, the software must be either free or very cheap so that any user could obtain it. Several software packages were available at the beginning of our research, but the one that fit the above criteria best was the TCGMSG package of Harrison (13) . This code is portable across several different platforms including UNIX workstations connected by Ethernet, distributed memory machines such as the Intel Paragon and shared memory machines such as the Alliant. Further, only about a dozen functions and subroutines are needed to perform the majority of the communications. Global functions are available to perform many of the operations, such as global summations of vectors and broadcasting a message from one node to all nodes. TCGMSG was specifically written to work with chemistry codes. And finally, TCGMSG is available via anonymous ftp, and therefore it is available to essentially all interested users.
Once the communication software and the model of parallelization are chosen, the "real" parallelization work can begin. First, the program should be relatively up to date before it is parallelized. It is not, in general, practical or useful to parallelize obsolete or very slow code. Also, direct methods tend to be easier to parallelize (at least at the first implementation level) than disk based methods since parallel disk 110 generally takes extra work to set up. Because of this, a direct method was introduced into the SCF code before the parallelization was initiated. Before development of the parallel MCSCF code, a faster transformation with direct capabilities ( 14b) was implemented.
One general consideration for any parallel code, is how 1/0 will be done. In GAMESS, only one node, the "master" node, reads input from the input deck and sends results to the output file. This requires that the master node "broadcast" input information to the other nodes. So, as an initial step in the parallelization of GAMESS, general 1/0 (as opposed to integral files, etc.) was made to execute only on the master for the entire code .. This step actually consumed quite a bit of time, but in the end it proved to be very useful to have all of this work done at one time instead of working on it in small portions.
At this point, it is important to understand how the serial code actually works and what the computational bottlenecks are. Others{l) have identified the computational bottlenecks for SCF energies and gradients to be the computation of the two-electron integrals and two-electron gradient integrals, respectively. These investigators have developed methods for the parallelization of these parts of the code. In the end, of course, one wants as much of the code to run in parallel as possible (i.e., consider Amdahl's Law), but it is useful to attack the computational bottlenecks first. As part of the understanding of the serial code, it was useful to outline the actual subroutine calls made in GAMESS. By systematically examining the code, it was relatively easy to see which parts of the code could be parallelized. For example, even though it is not a computational bottleneck, the one-electron integrals can be parallelized in a manner similar to the two-electron integrals in very little programmer time. The actual parallelization of the SCF code is briefly outlined later in this paper.
During the parallelization process, it became apparent that at least two different methods ofload balancing would be needed to obtain "good" efficiencies across many different platforms. The two methods used throughout GAMESS are called LOOP and NXTV AL load balancing. LOOP balancing is a static method that distributes the work by allowing each node to compute every mth block of work and skip the rest, resulting in an even distribution of many small pieces of work. This type ofload balancing works Publication Date: May 17, 1995 May 17, | doi: 10.1021 May 17, /bk-1995 In Parallel Computing in Computational Chemistry; Mattson, T.; ACS Symposium Series; American Chemical Society: Washington, DC, 1995.
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best when the processors are of the same speed and have the same work load. The other type of load balancing, NXTV AL, is a dynamic algorithm using a shared counter which is managed by TCGMSG. This algorithm has each node send a message to the counter to get a new piece of work when it has finished its current work. The pieces of work must be of a relatively large size to overcome the cost of communicating with the shared counter. This algorithm works best when the processors are not of the same speed or do not have the sam work load.
During the parallelization process, several concepts were useful. One of these is the idea of global broadcast. For a global broadcast, one node has information that the rest of the nodes needs. This is the concept used when the "master" node sends input information to the other nodes. However, it can also be useful if one node performs a part of the calculation that the others do not and needs to broadcast the information to the other nodes. So, if one part of the calculation is found to operate more efficiently on one node than on several nodes (perhaps because the amount of communication would be greater than the amount of computation), one node can perform the calculation and broadcast the results to the other nodes. By using global communications in the code, the implementor does not need to worry about point to point communication, because the function supplied by the communication software (TCGMSG in this case) handles that for each type of hardware. Point to point communication may be needed in some cases, but in GAMESS, only global broadcasts are used.
Another important concept is the use of global summations. For example, in the current implementation of parallel SCF, each node calculates a partial contribution to the Fock matrix and then a global summation is performed. After the global summation, each node has the complete F ock matrix. An important point to remember is that each node must zero out the Fock matrix before it calculates its contribution, because the entire Fock matrix is summed. In other words, the global summation routine essentially gets the entire Fock matrix from each node, sums the pieces of the Fock matrix, and sends the result to each node. Related to the initial zeroing of matrices, occasionally vectors should be scaled before they are summed together. An example of this is in the gradient code. The one~lectron gradient is calculated in parallel, globally summed, and written out to disk. The last step is performed for restart capabilities. When the twoelectron gradient contribution is calculated, first the one-electron gradient is read from disk and the two-electron contributions are added. Since the one-electron gradient is completely self-contained, it must be divided by the number of processors so that the final result after the global summation of the two-electron gradient terms (which are calculated in parallel) is correct. Again, global summations are used wherever possible, instead of point to point communication, under the assumption that the global summations will be optimized by the communication software. (As will be seen in the MCSCF section, sparse vectors and matrices should NOT be globally summed to avoid wasting bandwidth.)
Another useful concept comes into play when debugging parallel code. While parallel debuggers are available, they are generally hard to use and can give misleading information. Debugging parallel code can be quite difficult, because the condition that results in an error is not always reproducable. However, when an error occurs frequently, a more systematic search for the error can be undertaken. We have found that flushing output for all the nodes and then aborting the job is a useful way to determine where the job is going wrong. This must be done at several places in the 
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PARALLEL COMPUTING IN COMPUTATIONAL CHEMISTRY code. A place where everything is performing correctly needs to be identified (this is not necessarily as easy as it smmds). Then, a location where the error has already occured must be found. Then, it is a matter of printing out information from all of the nodes in between the two points and moving the abort as far down into the code as possible before detecting the error. The abort is very important, since it stops all activity of all of the nodes and can help to determine which nodes are failing where.
Another important tool used in the parallelization of GAMESS was stub routines. When the code is run sequentially, these stub routines are linked to the code instead of TCGMSG producing a serial version. However, there are some machines that TCGMSG has not yet been ported to or that have native functions identical to or comparable to the TCGMSG calls. Instead of porting TCGMSG to this machine, the appropriate calls were put into the stub routines, which then function as a translator betweeen TCGMSG and the native system calls. This isolates the machine specific code into only one source module that needs to be modified for a machine for which TCGMSG is unavailable or less efficient.
Finally, it should be noted that the approach described in the following paragraphs has advantages and disadvantages. It is likely that the SCF part of the code can be made to scale very well for large numbers of processors, as long as the size of the problem is scaled accordingly. At present the scalability of the analytic hessian and MCSCF codes is probably more limited, but even here there is a great benefit to users who have several workstations on which to run the parallel code. In addition, there are clear paths to improving the scalability of at least the analytic hessian code, and this is in progress.
Since we have chosen to replicate the entire code on all nodes, each node must have sufficient memory to hold the larger executable.
C. SCF Parallelization
The specific details of the SCF code are given in reference 1 a. However, a general overview will be given here. The implementation of parallel SCF in GAMESS assumes that the Fock matrix and the density matrix are replicated on each of the nodes, instead of being distributed across the nodes. This limits the number of basis functions to around 400 on machines (such as the Intel Delta) with only 16 MB of memory per node and no virtual memory capabilities. This may seem to be a drastic limitation, but in practice, other issues become very important as the size of the problem increases. For example, for a modest basis set, such as 6-31 G( d) (15), computations on relatively large molecules can be undertaken. One such example is the large cyclic adenosine monophsophate (cAMP) molecule with the molecular formula C 10 0~5PH 11 •• For a 6-31G(d) basis set, this molecule has 389 basis functions. For such a large molecule, finding the lowest energy conformation becomes a major challenge, not just because of ·the required computation time, but also due to the large number of conformations possible. So, even though a gradient may only take about 2 hours on 128 nodes of the Intel Delta, the intrinsic optimization problem will make finding the lowest energy conformer (or conformers) a daunting task. Nonetheless, it is important to explore the alternative of distributing the F ock matrix across the nodes as a means of increasing the size of the problems that can be tackled (J).
The following sections of the SCF code were modified to run in parallel: oneelectron integrals, one-electron effective core potential (ECP) integrals, two-electron Publication Date: May 17, 1995 May 17, | doi: 10.1021 May 17, /bk-1995 In Parallel Computing in Computational Chemistry; Mattson, T.; ACS Symposium Series; American Chemical Society: Washington, DC, 1995.
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integrals, matrix multiplications, matrix diagonalization, one-electron gradient integrals, one-electron ECP gradient integrals and two-electron gradient integrals. The matrix diagonalization is actually only partially parallelized. When molecular symmetry is available in the molecule of interest, the F ock matrix is block diagonal. Each of these blocks can be sent to individual nodes to be diagonalized and then a global summation performed to get the total result on all nodes. When no molecular symmetry is available (i.e. C1 symmetry), the diagonalization is completely serial and executes on only one node. The diagonalization step of an SCF calculation (order W, where N is the number of basis functions) actually becomes the bottleneck for a large enough problem, once the two-electron integrals (approximately of order N 4 ) have been parallelized (11) . This means that the matrix diagonalization code needs to be a focus for new parallel developments. One approach for dealing with this bottleneck is to use a second-order method(J6), but that has not yet been implemented into GAMESS. Details about the parallelization of the other steps in the SCF will not be given here since they have been given in many other studies and well accepted techniques were used.
Since the gradients are parallelized, optimizations, transition state searches, IRCs and numerical Hessians can also be executed in parallel. This provides the robustness of the parallel SCF part of the program. Many projects have already used the parallel SCF option of GAMESS to perform computations. Summaries of some of this work may be found in reference 17.
D. Integral Transformation
One of the biggest challenges to the parallelization of post SCF and analytic Hessian codes is the AO to MO integral transformation(3). Formally, the transformation from AO (<JJ.vJA.cr>) to MO (<ijJkl>) is an orderN 5 operation For all of the current applications in GAMESS, only a subset of the molecular integrals are needed. These are the <ijJkl>, <ajJkl>, <abJkl>, <ajJkb>, and <ajJbl> integrals, where i,j, k, 1 are MOs in the occupied space (core and active space for MCSCF, as discussed below), and a, b are MOs in the unoccupied (virtual) space. Since the transformation that was previously in GAMESS performed a full transformation, a new transformation (14) was incorporated into GAMESS. This transformation can use an unsorted list of AO integrals and molecular symmetry (Abelian groups only(J4b)). The AO integrals can either be taken from disk or calculated directly. One of the options in this transformation performs passes over the full list of AO integrals to obtain subsets of the MO integrals. This algorithm is a perfect target for parallelization. Each node performs one or more passes over the AO integrals and obtains a subset of the MO integrals. In this way, the MO integrals are spread across all of the nodes and no communication is needed (unless NXTV AL load balancing is used). While this has the advantages of no communication and distributed MO integral storage, the algorithm also has the disadvantage that each node must either have the complete list of AO integrals available to it on disk or calculate the AO integrals each time they are needed. On a high communication speed parallel system, it should be possible to store only a subset of the AO integrals on each node, which can be broadcast to all nodes, so that each processes the entire AO list. We plan to implement this soon, since it will dramatically cut the AO integral storage requirement. Another potential disadvantage is that the number of passes must be evenly divisible by the number of processors (for LOOP load balancing); otherwise load imbalance can occur. However, the number of passes can be somewhat controlled by the amount of memory used for the transformation. So, in general, it is possible to ensure even load distribution. This transformation has now been interfaced to the MCSCF code, the CI code, the analytic Hessian code and the orbital localization code(l8d). Parallelization of the CI code is explained below as part of the MCSCF implementation (2a) .
New algorithms for the parallelization of transformations may well be designed in the future. However, new algorithms will still have the MO integrals distributed across the nodes. So, it would only be necessary to modify the interface code for the front end of a new transformation for it to work with the rest of GAMESS. At present, however, the algorithm described above works fairly well. This is especially true for the MCSCF calculation where the AO integrals (for a disk based method) are only calculated once for each MCSCF energy (which may involve approximately [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] iterations to obtain convergence). For more information about the transformation, the reader is referred to reference 2a.
E. Approach to MCSCF
The parallelization of the MCSCF is presented in detail in reference 2a, so only a brief overview will be given here. This reference also discusses the steps for the parallel CI code, an important part of the MCSCF code. First, some terms and issues must be discussed. Before an MCSCF wavefunction can be calculated (variously referred to as the full optimized reaction space (FORS) (19) or complete active space SCF (CASSCF) (20) formalism), the molecular orbitals must be partitioned into three different spaces. First, core orbitals with a fixed occupancy of two electrons must be identified. These orbitals generally do not contribute to the overall chemical reaction (i.e. they are not bond breaking or bond making orbitals). Next, an •active space• containing orbitals that are only partially occupied is identified. These are the orbitals that are directly involved in the chemical reaction and all possible configurations involving the active electrons and active orbitals are included in the calculation. Finally, the virtual or empty orbitals are identified.
A key step in an MCSCF calculation is the choice of starting orbitals. Usually, the active space in a FORS MCSCF calculation contains the orbitals corresponding to the bonds being broken and formed during some process of interest, the associated antibonding orbitals, and sometimes lone pairs that may play an important role in the process. Since this view of the active space is very chemical, a natural method for obtaining the starting orbitals is to make use of the localized orbital capabilities in GAMESS. The canonical molecular orbitals obtained directly from a Hartree-Fock calculation may be transformed (18) to more "chemical" localized molecular orbitals (LMO's) using well defined unitary transformations. In GAMESS this LMO transformation may be performed either on the complete set of valence orbitals or Publication Date: May 17, 1995 May 17, | doi: 10.1021 May 17, /bk-1995 In Parallel Computing in Computational Chemistry; Mattson, T.; ACS Symposium Series; American Chemical Society: Washington, DC, 1995.
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Parallel Implementation of GAMESS 23 separately within each symmetry block. The advantage of the latter is that the preservation of symmetry minimizes the number of configuration state functions (CSF's) in the MCSCF calculation. The use ofLMO's for choosing the active space makes it easy to identify the appropriate bonding MO's and lone pairs. In addition, it is a simple matter to reverse the phase of the bonding MO's to construct the corresponding antibonding orbitals needed to complete the active space. This is frequently a more effective procedure than using the canonical orbi~s, since the canonical orbitals tend to be delocalized and therefore more difficult to identify as a particular antibonding moiety. Another effective choice for correlating orbitals are the modified virtual orbitals (21) . These are derived from a cationic Fock operator, so they possess more valence antibonding character than the neutral virtual orbitals.
Another issue that must be discussed is the actual bottlenecks of the MCSCF calculation. Unlike the SCF code, the MCSCF has several different bottlenecks that depend on the type of calculation performed. For example, a molecule with only a few core orbitals and a relatively large active space will have the CI portion of the calculation as the bottleneck. On the other hand, a molecule with many core orbitals and a relatively small active space will have the transformation and the solution of the Newton-Raphson (NR) equations as bottlenecks. Therefore, it is imperative that as many of the steps as possible be parallelized. Because of limited space, only a brief discussion of the amount ofparallelization in each step will be presented. For details, the reader should examine reference 2a. The sections that are completely sequential are the initial orbital guess, calculation of the AO integrals, generation of the distinct row table, formation of the augmented orbital Hessian and the NR solutions. Of these, the first three are performed only once during the entire MCSCF energy calculation and formation of the augmented orbital Hessian is essentially trivial. However, solving the NR equations can be one of the major bottlenecks. The NR step is essentially a matrix diagonalization that finds the lowest eigenvector of the augmented Hessian. As mentioned earlier, parallel matrix diagonalizations are currently not very efficient (1).
Of the remaining steps in an MCSCF energy calculation, the molecular integral sort, the calculation of contributions (loops) to the CI Hamiltonian ( 12) , the calculation of electron density matrices, formation of the Lagrangian and orbital Hessian (22) are only partially parallelized. The code for calculation of the contributions to the CI Hamiltonian and the electron density matrices have variable dependencies that are not easy to unravel, so essentially only disk 110 (distribution ofloops across all disks) is" parallelized. The other steps have global summations oflarge, relatively sparse matrices that require large amounts of communication. This communication time becomes comparable to or even larger than the CPU time savings from running in parallel. As mentioned earlier, these are probably places in the code where more care must be taken to send only the non-zero contributions, instead of the entire matrix. Finally, the integral transformation and the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian show very good efficiencies even with up to five RS6000/350 nodes tied together by Ethernet. The most time consuming part of the Davidson diagonalization is the formation of the Hamiltonian from the many loops distributed across all of the nodes. Each node forms a partial contribution to HC, after which a global sum is performed. Since I/0 is performed in parallel, the scalability of this step is very good.
MCSCF gradients have also been parallelized so that actual chemical reactions can be explored using the parallel MCSCF technology. Specific timing examples and more Publication Date: May 17, 1995 May 17, | doi: 10.1021 May 17, /bk-1995 In Before a parallel transformation was available, a small scale algorithm was used in GAMESS ( 4) . In that algorithm, all nodes woUld compute the one-electron Hessian integrals in parallel. Then, the master node performed the transformation while the other nodes (generally only 1-3 other nodes) calculated the two-electron Hessian integrals in parallel. After the master node finished with the transformation, it could participate in the calculation of the twoelectron Hessian integrals if any were left to calculate. After steps 1-4 were finished, only the master node would complete the calculation by solving the CPHF equations.
Now that a parallel transformation is available, steps 1-4 can be performed in parallel. However, the full AO integral list must be calculated on each node and put onto a local disk (if using the disk based method) so that the parallel transformation works properly. This is an extra step that is not needed when the code is executed sequentially. Unfortunately, most of the CPHF solution is still performed sequentially and, after approximately 3 nodes, this becomes the computational bottleneck. Only the 1/0 to form the various pieces needed to set up the CPHF equations is performed in parallel. Since the matrices involved are quite large, the global summation takes essentially all of the time saved by the parallel 1/0. This algorithm is the only one currently available in GAMESS.
As mentioned earlier, it is useful to make sure that the sequential code is relatively up to date before parallelization. The current method for solving the CPHF equations is relatively slow, so before an effort is made to parallelize this step, a new solver will be implemented. Using the same example used when the first analytic Hessian algorithm was published, Table II compares the computational times (on the master node) for each of the two algorithms. The test case is the c. molecule 5-aza-2,8-dioxa-1-stibabicyclo[3.3.0]octa-2,4,6-triene (Sb0 2 NC 4~) using a 3-21G* basis set (24) giving 110 basis functions. The calculations were performed on three RS6000/350s dedicated to the test. The Ethernet connecting the three machines was not dedicated to the test and therefore, the tests had to compete with other packets on the network.
As can be seen in Table II , the new transformation is faster than the old one for one node. Also, the CPHF solution for the new algorithm is faster on one node than is the old algorithm. The actual CPHF code has not been changed. The difference in time comes from the number of integrals that must be read in and used. In the old algorithm, many of the integrals that were read in were discarded since the old algorithm performed a full transformation. The new transformation calculates only those integrals that are actually needed. The timing example also shows that indeed the CPHF step is the main Publication Date: May 17, 1995 May 17, | doi: 10.1021 May 17, /bk-1995 In Parallel Computing in Computational Chemistry; Mattson, T.; ACS Symposium Series; American Chemical Society: Washington, DC, 1995.
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bottleneck at three nodes. It is very clear that parallelization of the CPHF solution is needed before the scalability of the analytic Hessians can proceed to more nodes, but it is likely that good speedups on up to dozens of nodes will be achieved eventually. 
G. Parallel MP2 Code
A new MP2 code from HONDO (14) has been incorporated into GAMESS. Since this code had already been parallelized, the parallel calls in the new code were translated to TCGMSG. A brief description of the HONDO algorithm used will be presented here.
The MP2 code includes its own specialized transformation. If the AO integrals are calculated directly, the MP2 transformation is essentially the same as the one described earlier in this paper. However, the disk based transformation works differently. The MP2 transformation assumes that the AO integrals are distributed across all of the nodes. Each node is assigned a range of MO integrals to calculate. Then, each node (in its turn) reads in a buffer load of integrals, broadcasts the buffer to all other nodes, and calculates the contributions of those AO integrals to its range ofMO integrals. When all of the AO integrals from every node have been used, the MO integrals are used to form contributions to the MP2 energy. Thus, the actual MO integrals are not sent to disk, only held in memory. If the nodes cannot hold their ranges of MO integrals in memory, several passes over the AO integrals are needed. This
